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মেইজি মেকে মেইওয়া – এেিন িাপাজনে অনুভূজি –

       � োিুজ�কো ওয়ািানাক�

থগ্রগতিয়পাে ক্পানেন্পানিি ১৮৬৮ সপানে থেনক ১৯১২ সপাে পয্ন্ত িেপা 
থমইতজ যুনগ প্ণীি জপাপপানেি প্েম আধুতেক সংতবধপানে এমে তবধপাে তছে 
থয একজে সম্পানটি শপাসেপামনেি জে্ একতট কনি যুনগি েপাম প্দপাে 
কিপা হনব। িপাি আনগ অমঙ্ে দূি কিপা ইি্পাতদি উনদেনশ্ থকপানেপা একজে 
সম্পানটি আমনে ঘেঘে যুনগি েপাম পতিবি্ে কিপা থকপানেপা তবিে ঘটেপা তছে 
েপা। েিুে কনি প্বতি্ি আইে অেুযপায়ী থমইতজি পি প্নি্কতট যুনগি 
সনঙ্ একজে কনি সম্পানটি সংতলেটিিপা েপানক। িপাই যুনগি েপাম শুেনে থসই 
েপাম বহেকপািী সম্পানটি প্তিরূপ মনেি পনট আঁনক, এমে থেপাক েপাকনেও 
েপাকনি পপানি। তকন্তু আমপাি থবেপায় থস িকম কখনেপা হয় েপা। িপাি পতিবনি্ 
মনে থিনস আনস পিনেপাকগি ঠপাকুমপা সহ আত্ীয়-বেজেনদি মুখ। 

আমপাি ঠপাকুমপাি জন্ম থমইতজ যুনগি ২০িম বছনি, অে্পাৎ ১৮৮৭ 
সপানে। বপাবপা-মপা জনন্মতছনেে যেপাক্নম িপাইনশপা যুনগি ১৪ ও ১৫িম বনি্। 
থমইতজি পি িপাইনশপা যুনগি আয়ুষ্পাে তছে বেল্প; ১৫ বছি। এি কপািণ 
সম্পাট ইনয়পাতশতহনিপা মপারি ৪৭ বছি বয়নস পিনেপাক গমে কনিে। ১৯২৬ 
সপানেি ২৫ তিনসম্বি থেনক একই মপানসি ৩১ িপাতিখ পয্ন্ত এক সপ্তপাহ 
থশপাওয়পাি প্েম বছি তহসপানব গণ্ কিপা হয়। িপাি পি প্পায় ৬৪ বছি ধনি 
িনে থশপাওয়পা যুগ। আমপাি তেনজি জীবনেি সূিেপা হয় এই থশপাওয়পানি। িপাি 
পি পুরি-কে্পানদি জন্ম একই থশপাওয়পানি হনেও িপানদি পনিি প্জনন্মি 
সকনেি এই পৃতেবীনি আতবি্পাব প্ি্ষি কিনি থপনিতছ ১৯৮৯ সপানে 
থহইনসই যুগ শুরু হওয়পাি পি। 

আতম ঠপাকুিদপানক থকপানেপা তদে থদতখ তে। তিতে তদ্িীয় মহপাযুদ্ধ শুরু 
হওয়পাি আনগই মপািপা তগনয়তছনেে। মৃিু্ি আনগ তিতে েপাতক েপানগপায়পা শহনি 
স্পােীয় সিকপানিি অতেনস িপাকতি কিনিে। একেপা সম্ভবি ঠপাকুমপাি কপাছ 
থেনক থশপােপা। িনব ঠপাকুমপা িপাঁি বেপামী সম্বনন্ধ থিমে তকছু আমপানক বেনিে 
েপা। থছপাট তছেপাম বনে আতমও ঠপাকুিদপাি জীবে সম্নক্ তবস্তপাতিি জপােপাি 
িপাতগদ অেুিব কতিতে। 

ঠপাকুমপা মধ্ জপাপপানেি আইতি থজেপাি এক থছপা্ শহনি আমপানদি 
সনঙ্ েপাকনিে। িপাঁি জন্ম ও বড় হওয়পা একই থজেপাি প্ধপাে শহি 
েপানগপায়পানি। ১৯৪১ সপানে হপাওয়পাই দ্ীনপি পপাে্ হপািবপানি আকতস্ক তবমপাে 
হপামেপা পতিিপােেপাি মপাধ্নম যুক্তিপান্রেি সনঙ্ প্শপান্ত মহপাসপাগিীয় যুনদ্ধ তেপ্ত 
হবপাি পি জপাপপাে তকছু তদনেি জে্ আতধপি্ বজপায় িপাখনি পপািনেও থসই 
গতি ধনি িপাখনি পপানিতে। অতিনিই অে্পাে্ বড় শহনিি মি েপানগপায়পানিও 
মপাতক্ে বপাতহেীি তবমপাে আক্মণ শুরু হয়। অতধকন্তু তদ্িীয় মহপাযুনদ্ধি 
অবসপানেি আনগি বছি ১৯৪৪ সপানে ঠপাকুমপাি বড় থছনে (অে্পাৎ আমপাি 
জ্পাঠপামহপাশয়) যক্ষপানিপানগ আক্পান্ত হনয় অল্প বয়নস মপািপা যপাে। আদনিি 
ও তেি্িশীে সন্তপােনক হপাতিনয়, থসই সনঙ্ তেনজনদি জীবে িষিপাি জে্ 
ঠপাকুমপা তসদ্ধপান্ত থেে েপানগপায়পা শহনিি জীবে িুতকনয় একই আইতি থজেপাি 
অনপষিপাকৃি তেিপাপদ স্পানে িনে যপাওয়পাি। থসখপানে িপাঁি বড় থমনয় তবনয় 
সূনরি বসবপাস কিনিে। ঠপাকুমপা থছপাট থছনে ( মপানে আমপাি বপাবপা)-ি সনঙ্ 
িপাঁি থমনয়ি বপাতড়নি আশ্রয় তেনেে। বপাবপা িখে সনব তববেতবদ্পােনয় িতি্ 
হনয়তছনেে। 

যুদ্ধ থশি হবপাি পিও ঠপাকুমপা থসই শহনি থেনক থগনেে। আমপাি 
বপাবপা িিতদনে পড়পানশপােপাি পব্ থশি কনি থসই শহনি িপাকতি তেনেে। 
তবনয়ও কনিে থসখপানেই। থশপাওয়পাি ২৭িম বছনি আমপাি জন্ম হয়। ঠপাকুমপা 
আমপানক খুব আদি কিনিে। আতমও ঠপাকুমপানক িীিণ িপােবপাসিপাম। তিতে 
১৯৭৫ সপানে ৮৯ বছি বয়নস মৃিু্ বিণ কনিে। জীবনেি থশি ৩০ বছি 
েপানগপায়পাি বপাইনি কপাটপানেও ঠপাকুমপা আজীবে েপানগপায়পাি আঞ্চতেক িপািপায় 
কেপা বেনিে। আইতি থজেপাি মনধ্ েপানগপায়পাসহ পতচিম িপাগ এবং আতম 
থযখপানে বড় হনয়তছ থসই পূব্ িপানগ িপািপাগি পপাে্ক্ তবদ্মপাে। আতম 
ঠপাকুমপাি মুনখ েপানগপায়পাি িপািপা শুনে শুনে বড় হনয়তছ। এখনেপা েপানগপায়পানি 
তগনয় হঠপাৎ থসখপােকপাি টপানেি কনেপাপকেে - তবনশি কনি থকপানেপা বয়স্পা 
মতহেপাি মুখ থেনক উচ্পাতিি- কপানে এনে ঠপাকুমপাি কেপাই মনে পনড় যপায়। 

ঠপাকুমপাি মি মপা-বপাবপািও জীবনেি পে বদনে যপায় যুনদ্ধি কপািনণ। 
তদ্িীয় মহপাযুদ্ধ িেপাকপানে মপা থটপাতকওনি থেখপাপড়পা কিনিে। ঠপাকুমপা ও 
বপাবপাি মি মপাও যুনদ্ধি অতনিতশখপা এড়পানি আইতি থজেপায় আশ্রয় তেনি িনে 
যপাে। থসখপানে িপাঁি তপিৃপনষিি বপাতড় তছে। ঠপাকুমপা, বপাবপা ও মপা- সবপাই যুদ্ধ 
প্ি্ষি কনিনছে। মপানয়ি মুখ থেনক শুনেতছ িপাঁি অতিজ্িপা কিপা তবিীতিকপা 
ঘটেপাি কেপা; একতদে থটপাতকওনি মপাতক্ে বপাতহেীি তবমপাে আক্মণ 

এড়পানেপাি জে্ তিতে যখে ছুনট পপােপাতচ্নেে, হঠপাৎ থদনখে একজে িরুণী 
মপা তপনঠ তশশু থবঁনধ তদনয় িপাঁি পপাশ তদনয় ছুনট িনে থগনেে। মপা িখে েষি্ 
কিনেে, তশশুতটি মপােপা থেনট তগনয় িিষিনণ থস মপািপা থগে। হয়ি থবপামপাি 
টুকনিপা িপাি মপােপাি উপনি পড়নে থস সনঙ্ সনঙ্ তেহি হয়। তকন্তু তশশুতটি 
মপাি িপানি থখয়পাে হয়তে। তিতে িপাঁি তেনজি এবং সন্তপানেি জীবে িষিপাি 
জে্ তেিপাপদ জপায়গপায় আশ্রয় থেওয়পাি প্পাণপণ থিটিপা কিতছনেে। যুনদ্ধি 
পি খপানদ্ি অিপাব সহ তবতিন্ন সপামপাতজক সমস্পাি মনধ্ অে্ সকনেি মি 
আমপাি ঠপাকুমপা ও মপাবপাবপানদিও িীতিমি কটি কিনি হি। 

৬০ বছনিিও থবতশ তদে ধনি িেপা থশপাওয়পানক তিে িপানগ িপাগ 
কনি প্েম ২০ বছনিি মনধ্ অেবপা িপাি আনগ যপািপা জনন্মতছনেে, িপানদি 
বপাধ্ কিপা হি থমইতজ যুনগ প্বতি্ি সংতবধপানেি অধীনে সম্পাটনক েনিবেি 
তহসপানব তববেপাস কিনি। তকন্তু মপারি একতদনে সব তকছু পপােনট যপায়। ১৯৪৫ 
সপানেি ১৫ই আগস্ট পয্ন্ত সবপাই শত্রু পনষিি গপােপাগপাতে তদনয় বেি 
যুক্তিপা্রে শয়িপানেি থদশ, তকন্তু থসই তদে জপাপপানেি পিপাজয় থমনে তেনয় 
সম্পাট থঘপািণপা থদওয়পাি পি প্পাপ্ত বয়স্িপা হঠপাৎ মি পতিবি্ে কনি বেনি 
শুরু কনি থয যুক্তিপা্রে িমৎকপাি একতট থদশ এবং জপাপপােনক িপাি অেুকিণ 
কিনি হনব। এটপা থদনখ তশশুনদি মনেি মনধ্ বড়নদি প্তি থয অতববেপাস 
জনন্মতছে থসটপাই বেপািপাতবক। ১৯৪৬ সপানে জপাতি হওয়পা েিুে শপাসেিন্রে 
তবধপাে কিপা হয়, সম্পাট থদনশি প্িীক। তিতে থকপানেপা িপাজনেতিক ষিমিপাি 
অতধকপািী েে। একই বছনি থদওয়পা এক থঘপািণপায় সম্পাট তেনজই বনেে, 
তিতে থদবিপা েে, মপােুি। 

আমপাি পতিবপানিি থেপানকিপা এসব পতিবি্েনক তকিপানব তেনেে, 
জপাতে েপা। আমপাি বয়স যখে মপারি তিে, বপাবপা গুরুিি অসুনখ আক্পান্ত 
হনয় শয্পাশপায়ী হনয়তছনেে। পতিবপাি িিণনপপািনণি দপাতয়ত্ব একপা মপানয়ি 
উপনি বি্পায়। কতঠে জীবে সংগ্রপানমি মনধ্ যুনদ্ধপাত্ি েিুে সপামপাতজক 
ব্বস্পাি মপানে বপা িপাৎপয্ তেনয় িপাববপাি মি সময় ও মপােতসকিপা মপানয়নদি 
তছে বনে মনে হয় েপা। তকন্তু একেপা মনে আনছ থয জপািীয় ছুতটি তদনে 
থকপানেপা থকপানেপা বপাতড়ি সদি দিজপাি পপানশ জপািীয় পিপাকপা টপাঙ্পানি থদখপা 
তদনেও আমপাি বপাতড়নি থসই অি্পাস তছে েপা। থশপাওয়পা যুনগি তদ্িীয় িপানগ 
অে্পাৎ ১৯৪৫ সপাে থেনক ৬৫ বপা ৭০ সপাে পয্ন্ত জপাপপানেি অে্েীতি 
ঊর্্মুখী হনি শুরু হনেও থদশতট িখেও তছে যনেটি গতিব। আমপাি 
পতিবপাি অে্পাে্ পতিবপানিি িুেেপায় আনিপা গতিব, কপািণ এক ওিুনধি 
থদপাকপানে খণ্ডকপােীে িপাকতি কনি মপা থয আয় কিনিে, িপা তদনয় থগপাটপা 
পতিবপািনক িপােপানেপা সহজ কপাজ তছে েপা। তকন্তু থসই কতঠে আতে্ক অবস্পাি 
মনধ্ একতদে আমপানদি বপাতড়নিও থটতেতিশে এে। আতম িখে ক্পাস তরি 
অেবপা থেপাি-এ পতড়। তবতিন্ন তহসপাব মনি থসই ১৯৬০ দশনকি থগপাড়পাি 
তদনক জপাপপানে প্পায় ৮০ শিপাংশ পতিবপানি থটতেতিশে তছে। আি গড়পড়িপা 
থটতেতিশনেি দপাম িখে তছে প্পায় ৬০ হপাজপাি ইনয়ে। আমপাি এখনেপা মনে 
আনছ, আতম যখে প্পােতমক সু্নেি িৃিীয় বনি্ পতড়, থসই সময় জপােনি 
পপািেপাম মপা এক মপানস ৩০ হপাজপাি ইনয়ে থবিে থপনিে। এই অবস্পায় 
মপা তকিপানব থটতেতিশে থকেপাি ব্বস্পা কিনেে, বুঝনি পপাতচ্ েপা। থস 
যপাই থহপাক, থটতেতিশনে প্িপাতিি মপাতক্ে তেতম্ি তসতিয়পানে থস থদনশি 
সপাধপািণ েপাগতিকনদি জীবনে প্পািুয্ থদনখ অবপাক হিপাম। প্নি্ক পতিবপানি 
থমপাটিগপাতড় ও তরিজ, আি সুন্ি ও বড় কুকুি বপাতড়ি তিিনি তদনয় ঘুনি 
থবড়পানচ্ ! িখে িপাবনিও পপাতিতে একতদে আমিপাও িপানদি মি সমৃদ্ধ 
জীবে যপাপে কিনি পপািব। 

িপাি পি জপাপপাে তববেনক িমক েপাতগনয় অে্নেতিক উন্নয়নেি 
পনে দ্রুি িেনি শুরু কনি। আমপাি বপাতড়নিও বপাবপা অনেক তদে পি 
তবছপােপা থছনড় আবপাি কপাজ কিনি সষিম হওয়পায় পপাতিবপাতিক অে্েীতিনিও 
থমপাটপামুতট সনচ্পােিপা এে। ৭০-এি দশনক তববেব্পাপী থিে সংকনটি 
কপািনণ অে্নেতিক প্বৃতদ্ধি গতি তকছুটপা মন্থি হনেও জপাপপাে িিতদনে 
তবনবেি তশনল্পপান্নি থদনশি িপাতেকপািূক্ত হয়। অনেনকই ধপািণপা কিনি শুরু 
কনি থয একতদে জপাপপাে যুক্তিপা্রেনক ছপাতড়নয় তবনবেি বৃহত্ম অে্নেতিক 
শতক্তনি পতিণি হনব। তকন্তু থসই মপায়পা থকনট থগে ৯০-এি দশনকি 
থগপাড়পাি তদনক অে্নেতিক বুদবুদ থেনট যপাওয়পাি সনঙ্ সনঙ্। ১৯৮৯ সপানে 
থহইনসই যুগ শুরু হওয়পাি পি তকছু তদে জপাপপানে অে্েীতিি সতক্য় গতি 
েপাকনেও অতিনিই থসটপা হপাতিনয় যপায় এবং থদশতট দীঘ্স্পায়ী অে্নেতিক 
স্তবিিপায় িুগনি শুরু কনি। 
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মেইজি মেকে মেইওয়া – এেিন িাপাজনে অনুভূজি –

ব্তক্তগিিপানব থশপাওয়পাি থশি ২০-২৫ বছনি জপাপপাতে ও তববে 
সমপানজি গতিপ্কৃতিনি সংশয় বপা তবনদ্ি অেুিব কিনি শুরু কতি। ১৯৭০ 
সপানেি আনগ ও পনি সপািপা জপাপপানে তববেতবদ্পােয়গুনেপানক থকন্দ্র কনি ছপারি 
তবনষিপাি িপােপা থবঁনধ উনঠতছে। কখনেপা এসব আনন্পােনে জতড়ি েপা হনেও 
িরুণ প্জনন্মি একজে তহসপানব আতম আনন্পােেকপািীনদি থকপানেপা থকপানেপা 
দপাতবি ব্পাপপানি সহপােুিূতিশীে হিপাম। িনব এই আনন্পােে অতি তহংস্র 
হনয় উনঠ তগনয় যখে সপামপাতজক তবশৃঙ্েপা সৃতটি কিনি শুরু কনি, িখে 
আনন্পােেকপািীনদি মপারিপাতিতিক্ত কপায্ক্ম ও িরুণ প্জনন্মি অসনন্তপানি 
সতঠক সপাড়পা তদনি েপা পপািপাি কিৃ্পষি, উিনয়িই তবরুনদ্ধ থষিপাি জন্ম 
তেে আমপাি মনেি মনধ্। ব্তক্তগি জীবনে পতিবপাি এবং কম্স্নে সুখ 
ও আেনন্ি মুহূি্ প্পায়ই অেুিব কিনেও জপাপপাতে সমপাজ সম্বনন্ধ আমপাি 
সংশয় কখনেপা তমতেনয় যপায় তে—আি থসই একই প্বণিপা এখনেপা িনয় 
থগনছ।

থশপাওয়পা যুনগি থশি বছনি সম্পাট গুরুিি অসুস্ হনয় পনড়ে। 
থটতেতিশনেি খবনি থিপাজ শুেনি হি সম্পাট কি তসতস িক্তকিণ কিনেে, 
িপাঁি িনক্তি িপাপ কি ইি্পাতদ ইি্পাতদ। থটতেতিশনেি পদ্পায় যপািপা আনসে, 
সকনেি গপানয় অেুজ্জ্বে িনঙি জপামপা। মনে হে থযে সপািপা জপাপপাে শুধু 
সম্পানটি বেপাস্্ তেনয় তিন্তপা গ্রস্ত হনয় পনড়নছ। সম্পাট থদনশি প্িীক, িপাই 
িপাঁি বেপাস্্ তেনয় দুতচিন্তপা অবেপািপাতবক তকছু েয়, তকন্তু অবপাক হনয় িপাবিপাম, 
এটপা থবশী মপারিপায় হনয় যপানচ্ েপা থিপা? 

১৯৮৯ সপানেি ৭ই জপােুয়পাতি সম্পাট তহনিপাতহনিপাি জীবেপাবসপাে ঘনট। 
থসই সনঙ্ থশপাওয়পাও থশি হনয় শুরু হয় থহইনসই যুগ। ‘থহইনসই’ েপামতট 
েপাতক থেওয়পা হনয়নছ িীনেি দুতট ঐতিহপাতসক আখ্পাে থেনক এবং এি অে্ 
‘থদনশি তিিনি ও বপাইনি িেপা আকপানশ ও িূতমনি শপাতন্ত অজ্ে’। অে্পাৎ 
তববেব্পাপী শপাতন্ত প্তিষ্পা কপামেপা কনি এই েপামকিণ কিপা হয়। বপাস্তনব অবশ্ 
থহইনসই হনয়তছে অশপাতন্তপূণ্ ঘটেপাবহুে একটপা যুগ। থয বছনি থহইনসই 
শুরু হয়, থস বছনি পূি ও পতচিম জপাম্পাতেনক তবিক্তকপািী বপাতে্নেি প্পািীি 
থিনঙ্ থেেপা হয়। আমিপা প্ি্ষি কনিতছ দুই জপাম্পাতেি একীিূিকিণ। 
থসপাতিনয়ি ইউতেয়েনক থকন্দ্র কনি গনড় ওঠপা সমপাজিপাত্রেক তবনবে পনিি 
পি িপাজনেতিক ও সপামপাতজক পতিবি্ে ঘটনি েপানক এবং থশি পয্ন্ত 
থসপাতিনয়ি ইউতেয়ে িপাি অতস্তত্ব হপািপায়। থসপাতিনয়ি ইউতেয়নেি পিনেি 
পি তবনবেি একতটমপারি পিপাশতক্তনি পতিণি হয় মপাতক্ে যুক্তিপা্রে। তকন্তু 
যুক্তিপান্রেি পনষিও থসই ময্পাদপা দীঘ্ তদে উপনিপাগ কিপা সম্ভব হয় তে। 
উপসপাগিীয় যুদ্ধ এবং ইিপাক যুনদ্ধ হস্তনষিনপি েনে যুক্তিপান্রেি তবরুনদ্ধ 
সপাম্প্রদপাতয়ক তবনদ্িনক  মপােপা িপােপা তদনয় উঠনি থদখপা যপায়। ২০০১ 
সপানেি ১১ থসনটেম্বি তেউ ইয়নক্ি তববে বপাতণজ্ থকন্দ্রসহ যুক্তিপান্রেি 
তবতিন্ন স্পাপেপানক েষি্ কনি যুগপৎিপানব পতিিপাতেি হয় স্রেপাসী হপামেপা। 

অে্েীতিি থষিনরিও যুক্তিপা্রে শপাতন্তনি েপাকনি পপানিতে। থদশতটনি ঘনট 
যপাওয়পা সপাবপ্পাইম মট্নগজ সংকট অে্পাে্ থদনশও ছতড়নয় পনড় এবং ২০০৮ 
সপানে ব্পাপক অে্নেতিক মন্পাি খপ্পনি পনড় সপািপা তববে। 

১৯৯১ সপানে অে্নেতিক বুদবুদ থেনট যপাওয়পাি পি মন্পায় কবতেি 
জপাপপানেি অে্েীতি এই ধপাক্পায় আনিপা ষিতিগ্রস্ত হয়। জপাপপানেি অি্ন্তিীণ 
িপাতহদপা কমনি েপানক, মুদ্রপা সংনকপািনে িুগনি হয় থদশতটি অে্েীতিনক। 
থসই প্বণিপা এখনেপা পুনিপাপুতি কপাতটনয় উঠনি পপানিতে জপাপপাে। অতধকন্তু 
থহইনসই যুনগ ঘেঘে ব্পাপক প্পাকৃতিক দুনয্পানগি তশকপাি হনি হয় 
জপাপপােনক। ১৯৯৫ সপানে পতচিম জপাপপানেি থকপানব শহিনক তবেটি কনি ঘনট 
থগে এক মহপা িূতমকম্। থসই দুঃবেপ্ন কপাটনি েপা কপাটনিই ২০১১ সপানেি 
১১ মপাি্ অপি একটপা মহপা িূতমকম্ পূব্ জপাপপানে আগপাি হপানে। এি বপাইনি 
প্পায় প্নি্ক বছনিি মি জপাপপানে ঘনট যপানচ্ ঘূতণ্ঝড় বপা থমৌসুতম বৃতটিি 
কপািনণ সৃটি অনেক প্পাণহপাতেি ঘটেপা। 

থহইনসই যুনগি অবসপাে ঘনট সম্পাট আতকতহনিপাি থঘপািণপা অেুযপায়ী 
এবছি ৩০ এতপ্নে, ঘটেপািনক্ থয তদে তছে আমপানদি ৪০িম তববপাহ 
বপাতি্কী। েিুে যুনগি েপাম থদওয়পা হয় থিইওয়পা। জপাপপাে সিকপানিি ব্পাখ্পা 
অেুযপায়ী থিইওয়পাি মপানে ‘মনেপাহি সপামঞ্জস্’। েপামতটনি হয়ি সুন্ি 
সমন্বনয়ি মপাধ্নম এক সপানে শপাতন্তপূণ্িপানব বসবপাস কিনি পপািপাি মি 
সমপানজি জে্ আশপা প্কপাশ কিপা হনয়নছ। এই েপানমি মি শপাতন্তপূণ্ তববে 
যতদ সতি্ সতি্ই থদখনি পপািপা যপায়, িপাহনে থিপা কেপাই থেই। তকন্তু 
থহইনসই যুনগ থসই েপানম অন্তগ্ি প্পাে্েপাি মি কপাত্ষিি ঘটেপাবেীনি 
থয িিপুি তছে েপা, থসই সি্িপা আমিপা থদনখতছ। থশপাওয়পা েপামতটও েপাতক 
তবনবেি শপাতন্তপূণ্ সহপাবস্পানেি কপামেপা থেনক থদওয়পা হনয়তছে, িনব থশি 
পয্ন্ত থসই আশপা পূণ্ হয়তে। 

থশপাওয়পা যুনগি থশনিি তদেগুতেনি সম্পাট তহনিপাতহনিপাি অসুস্িপাি 
কপািনণ জপাপপাতে সমপানজি থয প্তিতক্য়পা হনয়তছে, িপাঁি পুরি সম্পাট আতকতহনিপা 
থমইতজি পি প্তিতষ্ি অি্পাস থিনঙ্ তদনয় আনগিপানগ তসংহপাসে ি্পানগি 
থঘপািণপা থদওয়পায় এবপাি থসিকম পতিতস্তি হয়তে। বিং সপািপা থদশ জুনড় 
এক ধিনেি উৎসবমুখি পতিনবশ বিতি কিপা হে। িনব খুনে বতে, আতম 
তেনজ িপাি সনঙ্ একপাত্ থবপাধ কিনি পপাতিতে। যুনগি েপাম পতিবি্নেি 
েনে থয তকছু থয বদনে যপানব, থস কেপা সহনজ তববেপাস কিপা আতমসহ 
অনেনকি পনষি কতঠে, যতদও আতম মনেি অন্তি থেনক কপামেপা কতি থয 
িতবি্ৎ প্জন্মনক থযে িপানদি জীবনে কখনেপা যুদ্ধ বপাধনি থদখনি হয় 
েপা, আি িপািপা থযে সুনখি জীবে কপাটপানি পপানি। মনে মনে িপাতব, আমপাি 
ঠপাকুমপা, বপাবপা ও মপা—যপািপা তদ্িীয় মহপাযুনদ্ধি আনগ ও পনি জপাপপাতে সমপানজি 
এবং জপাপপাতে মূে্নবপানধি বড় পতিবি্ে েষি্ কনিতছনেে, িপাঁিপা এবপানিি 
ঘটেপাবতে থদনখ কী বেনবে।  
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Japan Industry in the Current of Inclusive 

       - Manikchandra Ghosh

Anjali

Global Change in Heisei era

Japan, the Industrial nation, began a new chapter in its 
history marking a new era ‘Reiwa-the Beautiful Harmony’ 
with  the ascending of Crown Prince Naruhito to the Throne 

on May 1st, 2019, after the voluntary abdication of his father 
Akihito  declaring  the end of thirty-year long ‘Heisei era-the 
Peace Everywhere’ on April 30th, 2019.  It was not only a great 
event that filled with many expectations and aspirations of all 
people in Japan but also an important landmark in Japan’s 
history.  On the 30th celebration of our Durga puja in this new 
Japan era, we, therefore, look back at the leading events of 
the past three decades and beyond, and see specifically how 
Japanese industry sailed in the current of inclusive changes 
across the globe in the Heisei era.

After World War–II, Japan made tremendous progress in 
almost all industrial domains including heavy industry, chemical 
and petrochemical industry, electrical and electronics industry, 
consumer goods production and pharmaceutical industry. 
Japanese innovative ideas, systematic approach, quality 
consciousness, and unique skill of adaptation grew Japan’s 
Industry quickly after post war, on the world stage and received 
recognition as a techno-industrial superpower.

 Japanese Industry initially triggered its growth and 
rapid recovery from war devastated damage mainly with close 
interaction with USA that favored the inflow of technology 
and expertise from the United States to Japan, through both 
industrial relationships and interactions involving government 
laboratories and universities.  However, Japanese Industry 
acclimatized those imported technologies and expertise 
by amalgamation with its own innovation, quality and 
miniaturization. This approach made Japanese Industry 
successful in inventing new kind of products that created its 
own market in the contemporary world. For instance, utilizing 
imported transistor technology, Sony launched its small radio 
that became popular across the globe.  Flat panel displays 
in calculator in early 1970s by Sharp, utilizing imported liquid 
crystal technology that was developed in 1960 is another 
instance. 

Indeed, the proper acquisition, effective adaptation, 
and improvisation of the imported technologies by Japanese 
industry served as the basis for Japan’s rapid economic growth 
and its international competitiveness.  It is also true that certain 
economic cum political crisis in the past also worked in favor of 
Japan in achieving its accelerated growth. For instance, during 
1980s when oil price became high, demand for large size cars 
decreased. Japan took that opportunity and exported their 
small cars to the USA. It ultimately helped Japan capture the 
Automobile Market. During Korean War, Japan Automobile 
Industry boosted its exports as the U.S. military procured 
special vehicles from Japan. 

This trend of rapid advancement of Japan’s industry 
continued up to the early Heisei era, when Economic 
empowerment of Japan led Sony to go for the acquisition 
of Hollywood’s Columbia Pictures and Mitsubishi Estate to 
buy New York’s Rockefeller Center.  That success drew the 
international attention and admiration. However, only three 
years later, Japan’s asset-price bubble collapsed, triggering a 
full-fledged financial system crisis and setting the stage for long 
stagnation of Japanese Industry.  Several factors could possibly 
be attributed to the long stagnation of Japanese Industry growth 
and its economy. Major ones are briefly described below:

(1) As Japanese Industry had grown and it had 
demonstrated its superior manufacturing skills through 
launching several new products in almost in every 
domain of production, history also witnessed that the 
favorable atmosphere for cooperation from foreign 
countries that accelerated its growth had disappeared.  
It experienced competition from all corners.  It had lost 
its easy access to foreign technology. For further growth, 
Japan Industry became dependent on its own basic 
research and innovation.

(2)  Watching the phenomenal growth rate, other nations 
had also adopted strategy of their own industrial growth, 
like the one followed by Japan after World War II. 
Those measures helped them to some extent to make 
reasonable progress in developing their industry. With 
that effort, they ultimately, became competitors to the 
Japanese companies in some areas.

(3) Foreign investment that boomed at the early Heisei era 
had declined sharply after bubble economy collapsed. 
It had an adverse effect on Japan’s Industrial growth. 

(4) Japan faced two major natural disasters during Heisei 
era–(a) the Great Hanshin Earthquake in 1995 and (b) 
the Great East Japan Earthquake and tsunami in 2011. 
Those two disasters had an impact on Japan’s Economy 
and industry.

(5) Information technology (IT) and Internet that was born in 
the United States in Heisei era, integrated the world with 
the flow of knowledge, and information at an amazing 
speed. It created new kinds of diverse businesses 
that the world could not imagine before. However, it 
appears that Japanese electronics Industry had failed 
to recognize its potential in a timely manner. As a result, 
Japanese Firms lagged in exploiting its full potential 
and boosting industrial growth for the electronic market 
in comparison to other nations. Eventually, Japanese 
firms were forced to share the mobile phone market 
with Chinese, South Korean and American Company in 
Heisei era and that trend still continues today. 

Historical events show that Japanese industry recognized 
the issue of stagnation subsequent to the economic bubble 
burst and looked for several options to escape from it. 
Some effort of Japanese Industry as early as 1991 carries 
the signature of its attempt.  Most important measures that 
Japanese Industry took in Heisei era are highlighted below:

(1) Japanese Industry always gave importance to 
productivity. The secret of achieving productivity in 
Japanese Way was revealed by Toyota. Based on 
management innovation, ‘Toyota Production system’ 
was made public by Toyota Motor Corporation in 1992. 
It was applied extensively to achieve the several goals. 
Most important ones were to reduce cost through 
minimizing waste, to make the process easier and 
maintain high quality, to create a business focused work 
culture, and to nurture a lean production system capable 
of responding immediately to demands in the market.

(2) Anticipating difficulties in obtaining technology 
from foreign companies, both Japan’s Industry and 
government gave emphasis on indigenous innovation 
and industrial research.

(3) As early as around 1991, in line with the concept of 
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supply chain management, some Japanese firms started 
shifting some of their manufacturing units abroad with an 
aspiration and expectation of harvesting the advantage 
of growing emerging markets and the lower cost of 
manufacturing goods abroad due to lower cost of work 
force and material. As a result offshore operations of 
Japanese firm were increased about 3.3 times in year 
2016 in comparison to that of 1990.

(4)  Japanese industry, particularly electronics industry, 
adopted modularization approach in manufacturing and 
started integrating their offshore units located mostly 
in neighboring Asian Countries in the main stream 
of management horizontally in around 1990. One of 
the oblivious merits of that integration was noticed in 
improvement in regional cooperation and liberalization 
of investment without compromising quality. 

(5) Japanese Corporate took a radically new decision at 
the level of the corporate culture in order to align with 
concept of globalization in the end of 1990s. It started 
hiring non-Japanese and accepting English as a medium 
of international communication in parallel to Japanese. 
That approach helped Japanese Firm lead their business 
effectively across the globe.

In the new era ‘Reiwa-the Beautiful Harmony’ Japanese 
Industry has confidently moved forward with its strong work 
force treasuring its worldwide reputation as a quality conscious 
nation. It is expected that all the positive thoughtful measures 
already taken by the Industry in the past will continue in the 
new era. Emphasis will be given more on innovative research 
and technology development particularly in the newly emerging 
high-tech areas such as robotics, artificial intelligence, etc. and 
preparing itself for the next phase of industrial revolution.  With 
all these sincere efforts by Japanese industry together with the 
industrial policy recently introduced by Japan Government, 
it is likely that it will be ready to move forward on the path of 
harmony for embracing the global business market with full 
understanding of the diverse needs across the world in order 
to overcome its stagnation.  

On the auspicious occasion of the new era ‘Reiwa’, like 
Japanese Industry, we, a group of individuals, also cherish our 
experience and learning from the past ‘Heisei era’. We uphold 
the spirit of ‘Reiwa –the harmony’, through our celebration 
of Druga puja. We pray to goddess Durga for achieving the 
beautiful harmony, the motto of new era in true sense in our 
every effort and action for advancement, and wellbeing of every 
individual, our society, and industry.  
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History of Indians in Japan 

       - Yogendra Puranik

Anjali

Councillor of Edogawa City in Tokyo

The India-Japan relation started in the 6th century when 
Hinduism and Buddhism were conveyed to Japan. 
Bodhisena, an Indian Buddhist scholar and monk, visited 

Japan in the 7th century, lived here for 25 years and preached 
Buddhism.  He met the Japanese Emperor and was treated with 
great honour. Thereafter he stayed in a temple called Daian where 
he started Kegon school of Buddhism and taught Sanskrit. He 
participated in the eye-opening ceremony of the giant Buddha 
statue in Nara Todai temple. Bodhisena’s bones were laid in 
Ryoujusen mountain in 760. Records say that thereafter 
Japanese scholars and monks started visiting India to study at 
Nalanda University.

The history of modern Indian settlement in Japan started 
from 1870s when some Sindhi and Parsi businessmen and their 
families settled down in Yokohama and Okinawa. Before that few 
Indians came to Japan on Portuguese boats in the 16th and 17th 
century and on the British boats in the 18th and 19th century. As 
per the statistics released by Japanese government, there were 
30 Indians in Japan in 1901. Thereafter Indians started settling 
in Hyogo prefecture. By 1905 there were around 70 Indians in 
Hyogo prefecture. In the aftermath of the Great Kanto earthquake 
in 1923, many Indians moved from Yokohama to Kobe. 

The Indian population in Japan grew to 632 in 1939 which 
reduced to 114 in 1942 owing to British sanctions against Japan. 
The Indian National Army and Japanese army collaboration 
formed under the leadership of R. B. Bose, for achieving Indian 
independence, is well known. As a part of this collaboration, 
the INA youngsters joined Japanese military schools for training. 
However, the whole plan stopped after the sudden disappearance 
of INA Chief S. C. Bose. After the end of world war, the Indian 
population in Japan grew again, just to a few hundreds, mainly 
the businessmen community around Kobe. 

India, represented by R. B. Pal, supported Japan in the 
post-war international tribunal. In 1949, the then Indian prime 
minister Nehru gifted an elephant to Japan. Thereafter, as Japan 
became an ally of the US and India of the Soviet Union, India 
and Indians were not looking east. By 1980 the Indian population 
in Japan was a bit less than 2000, led by the businessmen 
community, 40% of which lived in Hyogo prefecture. Kobe was 
the largest port heading towards Asia. In Kobe, places of worship 
were established during these times.

It was only in the 1990s, when the Indian immigrants to 
Japan showed a steep increase and that too around Tokyo area. 
The year 2000 issue of information systems opened the flood 
gates for Indian IT engineers. For the Japanese, it was just a one-
off activity they needed help from the Indian IT industry. However, 
this gave a realization to some corporates about the usefulness 
of Indian IT engineers, project managers and business managers. 
By 2001, the Indian population in Japan was around 10,000.

In the meantime, Indian scholars started coming to Japan, 
in very low numbers though as compared to neighbouring 
countries. For Indians, Russia, Germany, and later the Americas 
were most popular destinations. However, during the last few 
years, as the India and Japan ties have strengthened, the number 
of scholarships offered to Indian students and vice versa, have 
significantly increased.  

Indian restaurant business in Japan started from 1970s in 
Tokyo. The north Indian food was quite popular in Japan until 
the year 2000 after which south Indian food restaurants also 
started picking up. Today, there are around 1300 to 1400 Indian 
restaurants only in Tokyo out of which only a handful are run by 
Indians and rest by the Nepalese.

Since 2001, the demand of Indian IT engineers increased 
steadily  on a continuing basis. In the beginning, the Indian IT 
companies would largely work as partner with the Japanese IT 
companies to offer services to customers in Japan. Over years, 
a good number of customers have chosen to work directly with 
Indian IT companies to reap the advantages of labour arbitrage. 
Given this, the large Japanese IT companies have also opened 
their centres in India and started direct recruitments from India.

This development has led to change in life styles of the 
Indians in japan. As compared to a project-based visit to Japan 
in the past, more Indians are now coming to Japan for long term 
jobs, along with their families. The Indian community in Tokyo 
now has more than 1000 school going kids. These kids attend 
schooling primarily in the Indian and other international schools in 
and around Tokyo. Education is yet a challenge as Indian parents 
are looking for better schooling for their kids. Getting admissions 
into Japanese universities is a further challenge due to the big 
language barrier. Most of the kids opt to go overseas for their 
under-graduate and graduate studies.

The change in durations of stay in Japan also brought a lot 
of changes in the life styles of people. Many Indians are buying 
homes in Japan. The number of permanent residency applicants 
is showing a steep rise over last few years and many are even 
considering citizenship of Japan. Many IT engineers, girls and 
boys of age around 25 are single when they come to Japan. 
Once they like Japan they want to stay here for long for which I 
am seeing a trend that they are seeking life partners within Japan. 

Many region-based Indian communities are active in 
Japan like the Tokyo Marathi Mandal, Tamil Sangham, Odisha 
community, Bengali community and so on. Hindu Swayamsevak 
Sangh is also very active in Japan. Japan is prone to natural 
calamities. Many Indians left Japan after the large earthquake 
in 2011. Learning from those lessons, the newly formed All 
Japan Association of Indians (AJAI) is trying to put up a national 
framework or network to offer social support, information to all 
Indians across Japan. As the daily life becomes complex, people 
need all sorts of information and support spanning legal, medical/
health, childcare, education, social and other areas.

 As of the end of year 2018, there were around 39,000 
Indians in Japan comprising of approximately 10000 engineers, 
2000 students, 6000 skilled labour, 500 entrepreneurs and 
business managers, 500 teachers, 300 plus diplomats, around 
3000 on short term visits and rest are family, dependents and 
other categories. The Indian community started its journey to 
Japan in the Meiji Era and started building up in the Showa era 
mainly through the businessman community, grew its presence 
through the IT population in the Heisei Era and will now become a 
part of the local Japanese community in the Reiwa Era. Japanese 
and Indians are coming closer than ever.  
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Japan’s Emergence  

       - Partha Kumar
as an Economic Power House

With the devastation that followed towards the end of World war II, rising of Japan from the debris and ashes and re-
invent herself as a leader in global economy almost seems to be a fairy tale. Over past 70 years, Japan not only did 
that but also led the way for others to follow in the post crisis world. If 80s was time for Japanese companies to lead 

the market by consumer products, recent years have shown marked improvement in financial product development, technology 
adaption and compliance policies creating one of the largest and robust market in the world. Japanese Yen has also replaced 
Swiss franc over the years as currency of choice in time of distress.

Following the recovery of the US economy in the 80s under the Reagan administration, Japan’s exports began to expand on 
a massive scale. This development was supported by an appreciating dollar and a budget deficit in US created by significant tax 
cut without a complimentary expense reduction measure. The favorable condition propelled Japan’s export led growth strategy 
which was replicated successfully by Japan’s neighbors in later years.

When Japan emerged as a major creditor in the global financial system many economists started believing that Japan was 
bound to surpass US at some point. From the postwar days to early 1980s, Japan had been continuously a net borrower. With 
large current account surplus fueled by export oriented growth strategy Japan started running a large surplus from 1982. Only 
in next four years, Japan had positioned herself as the largest net creditor. Annual net export towards late 80s used to run into 
100 billion USD and net external asset touched 300 billion USD, both numbers were not seen or heard in that era. 

Needless to say that Japan’s monetary easing post bubble 80s created nothing but cynicism and Governor Hayami’s policy 
were dissected many times by economist and politicians of the west until a similar bubble erupted in the US with the crash of 
mortgage backed securities and Lehman bankruptcy. Despite hesitation and criticism, it only took months to determine that the 
only path forward to recover from the crisis lies in same policies Japan had adopted almost two decades before.

The ultimate reason for Japan’s emergence as a creditor can be found in Japanese developmental state that relied mostly 
on a system of financial repression to sustain rapid economic growth. A high savings rate allowed the policy makers to fund 
industrial sectors which are thought to be strategic for the growth. Some criticism is appropriate in this regard as western policy 
makers focused on improving average life of the population with the surplus, which came to Japan much later in the cycle. 
When economic growth slowed somewhat in the 1970s and demand for corporate investment decreased, the policy makers 
refrained from reforming the financial system for the sake of maintaining control over the economic development. Even though 
the financial system was subject to liberalization pressure and eventually it started opening up in late 90s, some elements of 
repression were always there.

Following the financial big-bang of late 90s and advent of technology, Japan became second largest market in early 2000s. 
The period also saw rapid introduction of modern derivatives products in Japanese markets, significant reform of locally traded 
Bond and Equities markets and continuous reform to position Japanese market as an efficient, open marketplace for global 
asset managers. Sadly, the tax structure has not helped all the way towards the re-positioning of Japan. I will discuss briefly the 
reason in next section.

Post Lehman shock, as US started implementing various regulations, Japan still kept herself ahead with the introduction 
of first derivatives clearing infrastructure in the world and continued to leap forward with disclosure and compliance while 
introducing waves of changes for ultra-high speed trading technology and implementing schemes to trade Japanese products 
from overseas markets.  
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The challenges ahead can be explained with the help of two charts below published by Ministry of Finance, showing gap 
between total expenditure and tax revenue which has only widened since 90s, however thankfully trending a recovery since 2009 
and increasing debt servicing and social security related expenditures which need no further explanation.

Tax reform is an integral part of this recovery and recent years have shown how rigorously it can be followed. My colleagues 
in Singapore and Hong Kong had moved offices and businesses over past years due to high corporate and individual tax structures 
in Japan, needless to say that it is hurting a few growth opportunities for Japan, but mounting costs of debt servicing and social 
security won’t leave any other options.
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Primary Balance on SNA basis.
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Japan’s Emergence  as an Economic Power House

Fellow readers are likely to get a little nervous with the next chart which shows a comparison of General Government Gross 
debt. Some consolation can be offered by the facts that most of these debt is held within Japan (and in recent times more than 
half is held by Bank of Japan). Also, you might find it particularly interesting that the trend of growth for Japan and US in this 
comparison is very similar, especially after 2008.

A comparison of household assets among Japan, US and UK would instantly point the lack of investment in securities, and 
despite low interest rates, the inclination of keeping liquid assets. Although the rate of household asset accumulation in recent 
times has not been able to keep pace with global peers, the trend has improved with Abe administration’s policies, however 
investment returns have not really helped much when compared to others.

I meant to end the article in a positive note due to two reasons, one being it is written on the occasion of Puja and secondly I 
want all the readers who are mostly long term residents of Japan to understand that all hopes are not lost. Japan has tremendous 
potential to reinvent her over next two decades in services industry where it still leads light years, tourism is a growing business 
and Japan has already shown a niche sector of tourism for ultra-high net worth individuals, the combination of rich heritage, 
history, safety and reliable transportation can rarely be replicated in another country. Japan is a late entrant to the aviation and 
defense industry, but it is already creating waves with the introduction of some of the first line of products in these segment. 
Creativity has been at the core of Japan during the entire period, the new generation is taking it to the next level with augmented 
reality, a new generation of gaming and entertainment industry has already born. Lastly, Japan may not have a silicon valley but 
a good part of the investment dollars working hard in silicon valley are from a Japanese company Softbank, who have shown 
how to do it at a large scale.  

References: 
Bank of Japan, The First Hundred Years’ Editing Committee (1982), Nippon Ginko Hyakunen-Shi Dai 1 Kan (Bank of 
Japan: The First Hundred Years, Vol.1). 
Ohnuki, Mari (2007), “The Bank of Japan Network and Financial Market Integration: From the Establishment of the Bank 
of Japan to the Early 20th Century,” Monetary and Economic Studies, 25-1, pp.95-127. 
Public Finance statistics, Ministry of Finance, Japan 2016

（％）

CY 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009
Japan 164.0 169.6 180.7 186.4 186.0 183.0 191.8 210.2
U.S. 55.4 58.5 65.5 64.9 63.6 64.0 72.8 86.0
U.K. 34.2 35.8 38.7 40.0 41.0 42.2 50.3 64.2

Germany 59.2 62.9 64.7 66.9 66.3 63.5 64.9 72.4
France 60.1 64.2 65.7 67.2 64.4 64.4 68.1 79.0

Italy 101.9 100.5 100.1 101.9 102.6 99.8 102.4 112.5
Canada 79.9 76.2 72.1 70.9 70.1 66.8 67.8 79.3

CY 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017
Japan 215.8 231.6 238.0 244.5 249.1 248.0 250.4 253.0
U.S. 94.7 99.0 102.5 104.6 104.6 105.2 108.2 108.4
U.K. 75.7 81.3 84.8 86.0 87.9 89.0 89.0 88.8

Germany 81.0 78.3 79.5 77.1 74.5 71.0 68.2 65.9
France 81.7 85.2 89.6 92.4 95.3 96.1 97.2 97.8

Italy 115.4 116.5 123.3 129.0 132.5 132.7 133.2 133.4
Canada 81.1 81.5 84.8 86.1 86.2 91.5 92.1 90.5

(Source) IMF "World Economic Outlook Database" (October 2016).

(Note) FY2017 draft budget data is not reflected.
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       - Prabir Patra

Anjali

The Heisei Era has seen many ups and downs in science, 
education, and sports. Natural disasters have also thrown 
many challenges: Japan has experienced severe typhoons, 

earthquakes, and tsunamis. Some say natural disasters and 
tougher living conditions force people to innovate through 
scientific and technological developments. The tsunami of March 
11th, 2011 claimed more than 12,000 lives and triggered the 
infamous nuclear accident. This forced the Japanese government 
to take a bold step to shutdown all nuclear power plants (NPPs) 
across the country, where nuclear power supplies about 25% of 
the electricity. This was to ensure upgradation of all apparatus in 
the NPPs and make other associated arrangements to minimize 
the effect of tsunamis on the NPPs in the future. It is thought that 
the tsunami water damaged the cooling system of the nuclear 
rods at the ill-fated Fukushima Dai-ichi Power Plant. A major 
technological development in terms of nuclear fusion is needed 
to make the NPPs even safer and to avoid piling up of nuclear 
waste. We are hoping that the International Thermonuclear 
Experimental Reactor (ITER) will achieve the milestone through 
Japanese investment that has started in the Heisei Era.

The hi-tech science is at its forefront in Japan. It is one of 
the only few places on earth which has produced Nobel laureates 
in the same department from the same institution successively. 
The first was the Niels Bohr – Max Planck institution, and now 
the University of Tokyo, which oversees the neutrino observatory 
at the Super-Kamiokande. Prof. Masatoshi Koshiba first won 
the Nobel Prize in 2002 for the detection of cosmic neutrinos, 
massless virtual particles which gives insight into the origin of 
the universe (or the so-called Big Bang Theory). Soon after, 
Prof. Takaaki Kajita further improved the detection technology, 
thus helped prove the existence of neutrino oscillations and 
that neutrinos are, in fact, not massless, which earned him a 
Nobel Prize in 2015. The other hi-tech research of note are the 
achievements of Shinya Yamanaka, from Kyoto University, on 
developing Induced Pluripotent Stem (iPS) cells. Such is the 
importance of this discovery, the iPS cells are now under testing 
for treatment of Parkinson’s Disease in Japan. For this, he won 
a Nobel Prize in 2012. In the same discipline, Prof. Tasuku Honjo 
won a Nobel Prize in 2018 for his pioneering work for discovering 
a protein for treating cancer cells. 

A practice I appreciate, living in Japan, is how quickly 
advanced research is applied to the betterment of our lives. 
The scientists involved in this process are obvious choices for 
the Nobel Committee to choose as Laureates. For example, 
Professors Isamu Akasaki, Hiroshi Amano, and Shuji Nakamura 
first discovered the blue LED, and Prof. Satoshi Omura was the 
first to make use of naturally occurring microorganisms to treat 
infections caused by roundworm parasites. Once the blue LED 
was developed, it was put to immediate use in making household 
lightbulbs; the medicine produced by Omura’s discovery was 
already widespread when he was awarded the Nobel Prize. What 
further surprised me was the Nobel Committee’s work to find 
Mr. Koichi Tanaka, of the Shimadzu Corporation, a man who 
had no academic recognition but had created the method used 
in MRI scanning based on nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 
spectroscopy. These successes do not come overnight or easily: 
Japan has invested heavily in R&D many centuries ago, and 
the citizens have performed their duties with utmost dignity. I 
remember from my early days, when the then-Prime Minister 
Junichiro Koizumi once said that Japan wanted to have 50 Nobel 
Laureate in a certain time. It is now clear that high returns come 
from heavy investment and such visions. This is something the 
present generation is enjoying, including myself.

I came to Japan in H-12 (2001), the year Japan became 
the only other nation, apart from the US, to develop the fastest 
supercomputer in the world. What was fascinating was that this 
supercomputer system was built for civilians’ use to develop 
numerical models for predicting Earth’s climate 100-200 years in 
advance, to learn about the past of some millions of years ago, 
and to develop models to predict weather a week in advance 
at very high resolutions (of city scale at hourly timestamps). 
Aptly known as the Earth Simulator, other research relating to 
our solar and planetary systems are also conducted using the 
supercomputer. Major scientific groups from the US and Europe 
were stationed in Yokohama to access to the facility, which had 
no external connectivity. We felt so privileged to have that access 
in-house. Because of that investment in the 1990s, Japan has 
become an integral part of the Intergovernmental Panel for 
Climate Change (IPCC) assessment reports, which was also 
conferred a Nobel Peace Prize in 2007. 

While there is no apparent financial gain to us, why was this 
investment in the supercomputer so important? Apart from the 
technological prowess, we can model the history of the Earth, 
which will allow us to understand trends of climate change, and 
what we have to do to protect the planet we live in, or even 
the only known planet in our solar system to have life (as far as 
our knowledge goes). The early planet has gone through many 
adjustments millions of years ago for the initiation of life. Until 20 
million years ago, the level of carbon dioxide (CO2) was too high 
for the planet to be habitable. When Homo Sapiens came to be, 
around 0.2 million years ago, the CO2 level was already stabilized 
at about 270 ppm (1 ppm = 1 part per million molecules). This 
evolution of Earth’s atmosphere is well recorded in various 
proxies we derive from the Arctic and Antarctic ice cores. The 
pre-industrial conditions of the Earth (circa. 1750) is believed to 
be the most comfortable for human civilization. For example, the 
seasonal climate variations in the temperate regions provides 
survivable winters and pleasant summers, and the tropics had 
pleasant winters and slightly difficult summers. The monsoons 
bring respite from the summer heat to the billions of people and 
provides the much-needed water for livelihood (water from the 
temperate regions came from snowfall or cold precipitation). 
Since the use of fossil fuels during the Industrial Revolution, CO2 
levels in the atmosphere have been rising, leading to an increase 
in Earth’s surface temperature.

Although there are no visible or accountable benefits of 
keeping the Earth’s climate to the pre-industrial state, the United 
Nations Framework Convention for Climate Change (UNFCCC) 
has come up with the Paris Agreement (2016), a target to limit 
the global mean surface-air temperature change at 2oC or 
lower, relative to the pre-industrial era, by the year 2100. This is 
a daunting task for rich and poor nations alike: the rich nations 
are already major emitters of greenhouse gases (e.g. CO2), while 
the poor nations are likely to rely on fossil fuel to sustain their 
economic transition. For a reference, the mean air temperature 
has already increased by about 1oC from the decade of the 
1890s to the 2010s, caused primarily due to the human activities. 
Are we depriving people of equality by introducing policies to 
limit global warming? Perhaps not. I am conscious, though, that 
everyone in the world could not afford the “American lifestyle”. 
We simply do not have the resources on the Earth, not at least 
for the space and fossil fuel resources. For a bit of clarity, Japan 
would not be as beautiful as it is today if every one of us lived 
in a three-story bungalow. More than 68% of Japanese land 
comprises of national parks or restricted land. Being content in 
what they have and refraining from wasting precious resources 

(1989 – 2019)
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was arguably what separated many of the Asian nations from 
Western ideologies in the first place. Recently, towards the end 
of the Heisei Era, Japan has again started to promote the idea of 
wastefulness through the term “Mottainai” to reduce unnecessary 
industrial consumptions. The per capita fossil fuel consumption 
in Japan and India are at about 50% and 0.1%, respectively, of 
that of the average American. This is due to smaller Japanese 
houses, compromises in room temperatures, smaller cars, and 
the use of public transportation.

To achieve something as big and drastic as the Paris 
Agreement, we need a more proactive approach. Thus, each 
country has to have a goal to reduce fossil fuel emissions either in 
total or in terms of emission intensity, that is, how much emission 
per economic output. There are several options to achieve these 
goals: simply make the energy resources “green”. Actually, 
nuclear power is considered green for climate change; that’s why 
I am personally interested to see the nuclear industry become 
safer and more sustainable. We already see other widespread 
use of small-scale green energy, such as from solar panels and 
wind turbines. The scale is small because the current level of 
energy production from solar and wind does not support large 
scale industrial operation. Also, we have seen the recent power 
failure in England is blamed on the green energy sources, as its 
energy production cannot be increased when needed. However, 
the situation is changing dramatically. About 10% of energy in 
China comes from green sources, and Germany plans to go 
green by 2050, just 30 years from now. The Cochin Airport in 
India is fully run by solar power. 

Despite all this progress, many argue it may be too little too 
late, because we have failed to take GHG emission mitigation 
actions since the Kyoto Protocol in 1996. Now time has come 
to enforce strong policies top-down, from the UNFCCC in 
negotiation with the Conference of Parties (COP). We now 
have experience and confidence in implementing policies for 
environmental protection. In the beginning of the Heisei Era, the 
Montreal Protocol was successfully implemented for protection 
of the stratospheric ozone (O3) layer, which protects us from 
the biologically harmful ultraviolet radiation from the sun. The 
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and Halons were introduced in the 
market in the 1940s for common use as coolants, fire retardants 
or solvents, because of their inert nature in the troposphere. 
Scientists found them to destroy ozone in the stratosphere where 
these man-made chemicals can be broken down to chlorine 
and bromine atoms. Banning the use of these ozone depleting 
substance was easy because the chemicals were both produced 
and used by the rich nations and those countries mostly located 
in the high latitudes were most affected by the ozone depletion. 
Finding of replacement chemicals in hydrogenated halocarbons 
(HCFCs and HFCs) was easy without affecting the operation of 

refrigerant industry. All these changes over the past 50 years are 
well recorded by direct measurements.      

  The policy implementation for mitigating global warming is 
a much tougher proposition. Replacing coal, oil and gas which is 
part of our daily life and available abundantly in our planet (Mother 
Earth) poses a much difficult task without sacrificing our luxurious 
lifestyle and dampening economic growth in each country. First 
of all, we are not aiming at removal of all the CO2 in atmosphere 
which has increased due to our industrial activities. CO2 being 
a very stable gas converting it to another form through natural 
processes takes longer than 100 years once in the atmosphere. 
Our aim has been modified to become “carbon-neutral” by means 
of environmentally friendly lifestyle and technology development 
for greater efficiency. The thermal power plants now produce 
more energy by more complete combustion, coal and oil fields 
are better managed, the Earth’s surface is greening overall due 
to afforestation - to name a few. The carbon-neutrality cannot be 
achieved solely by these processes. On the contrary the demand 
for energy-intensive meat-protein production becoming a cause 
of concern. Restoration of forested land and their sustenance 
to store carbon at multidecadal timescale is also an issue. We 
have heard the burned area due to forest fires in 2019 is almost 
twice of that in 2013. Deforestation (forest clearing for urban 
settlements and farm land) and forest fires is the second largest 
cause of atmospheric CO2 increase since the preindustrial time. 

Given these situations, CO2 emission reduction policies 
are very complicated, particularly when the cumulative major 
emitters do not want to comply with international policy 
decisions considering own economic growth. Action was only 
needed from the rich and affected nations under the Montreal 
Protocol, but we need participation of every nation under the 
Paris Agreement. The poor nations are most likely to face major 
challenges from sea-level rise due to global warming or ocean 
acidification, both are manifestation of the activities in the rich 
nations. The ocean acidification is direct cause of enhanced CO2 
level in atmosphere, which dissolves in the seawater to free up 
hydrogen ions. The stakes are high to take action for reduction 
of CO2 emissions in order to mitigate the rise of Mother Earth’s 
surface air temperature. Hopefully nations take responsibility for 
their own actions.   

   The Heisei Era has been a pivotal time in scientific 
advancement and technological development within Japan. 
Foundations have been laid for achieving greater feats in the 
present Reiwa Era. For that, the present generation and the next 
have to take responsibilities under international frameworks: 
diversification and collaboration is becoming increasingly 
important, as the challenges we face as a human race is greater 
than ever, and goes beyond the boundaries of any individual 
country.   
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Japan and the Earthquakes:  

       - Ashoke Karmokar

Anjali

Technology Evolutions in the Heisei-era

Beyond doubt, Japan is one of the most earthquake-prone 
countries in the world. Feeling tremors is rather a regular 
unpleasant fact of life here. On the other hand, Japan 

is also a leader in disseminating earthquake management 
technologies to the world. The effort to achieve advanced 
technology has become possible by constantly involving 
innumerable researchers. Besides, the R&D refinements 
prosper by leveraging on the experiences of past earthquakes. 
However, the Great Hanshin earthquake in 1995, which struck 
Kobe city, was a wakeup call for Japan’s national authorities. 
Many significant turnarounds in the policies were enacted 
since this early Heisei-era (Heisei-era started from 1989). As a 
matter of fact, there was no notable earthquake that directly 
struck a large city in Japan since the Great Kanto earthquake 
in 1923 till the Great Hanshin earthquake in 1995. Further, the 
authority believed that major destruction would not happen in 
case of a quake due to significant advancements in design and 
construction technologies.

The Great Hanshin earthquake on January 17, 1995, had 
changed the situation. This massive earthquake hit the western 
part of Japan. A quake of 6.8 magnitude in the Japanese 
earthquake scale wreaked havoc in the Kobe city of Hyogo 
prefecture. It was so-called the biggest natural disaster in 
postwar Japan. Over 6,000 people lost their lives, and around 
300,000 people became homeless. Many people were crushed 
to death under rubbles, and many others died in the fires 
caused by the tremor. The lifelines mostly halted, expressways 
collapsed; railroads and telephone lines were disrupted. Many 
buildings were toppled, destroyed, or became uninhabitable 
in the worst-hit areas. 

In Japan, the building design standards law was 
amended in 1981 to enforce advanced design and construction 
for earthquake resistance buildings, which was known as 
‘new basic earthquake-resistant standards’ (Shin-Taishin). 
However, the aftermaths in the Great Hanshin earthquake 
changed Japanese Government’s minds. Since then, many 
new regulatory policies got introduced based on a foresighted 
vision that they should do more to disseminate advanced 
technologies toward developing quake-resistant structures. 
Under the Government’s umbrella, the Central Disaster 
Management Council of Japan implemented a project on 
Earthquake Disaster Management Reduction plan. It defined 
concrete goals for disaster mitigation by promoting strategic 
policies on making public facilities and housings earthquake 
resistant. This strategy gave particular importance to probable 
tools for reducing economic damages from a major earthquake.

Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) measures quake 
levels based on the degree of shaking units. This measurement 
procedure considers the degree of shaking at target points 
on the ground level, instead of the amount of energy released 
at the earthquake epicenter. In the Japanese standard of 
earthquake scale, seismic tremors are divided from 0 to 7, with 
7 being the harshest level. Before the implementation of ‘new 
basic earthquake-resistant standard’ in 1981, buildings were 
designed only to withstand damage from tremors registering 
level5 on the Japanese earthquake scale (level#5 implies that 
walking is difficult without holding onto something stable; 
unreinforced concrete block walls may collapse, etc.). After 
1981, however, buildings had to be designed to withstand 
damage from tremors registering levels 6-7 on the Japanese 
earthquake scale (level 6-7 implies that people need to crawl Fig.2 Results of simulated analysis. 

and might get thrown out; reinforced structure with low 
earthquake-resistance may collapse and buildings with high 
reinforcement may tilt). 

Damage from the Great Hanshin earthquake in 1995 
provided strong evidence that a higher number of buildings 
constructed with the 1981 amended ‘new basic earthquake-
resistant standard’ performed well. However, a collective 
opinion was that the compliance to this new earthquake-
resistant standard alone could not provide safety to the building 
from collapsing or suffering damages in the event of a major 
earthquake. Moreover, the fact that people in the society 
did not realize the beneficial effects of earthquake-resistant 
technologies before the Hanshin earthquake, the importance 
of technology dissemination and implementation were further 
recognized. In fact, quake-resistant building construction 
technologies grabbed the critical spotlight after 1995, and in 
course, Japan became a world leader in earthquake-resistant 
technologies, especially in constructions of earthquake-
resistant buildings. 

To mention a few on the type of technologies evolved, 
the major designated systems are ‘basic earthquake-resistant 
system’ (Taishin), ‘vibration control system’ (Seishin), and 
‘seismic base isolation system’ (Menshin), as shown in Fig.1. 
In the ‘basic earthquake-resistant’ system, the load-bearing 
pillar and/or wall reinforced with specific stiffening materials 
make them stronger against shaking. In ‘vibration control 
system,’ the building is designed to equip with dampening 
devices (like shock absorbers) for dissipating kinetic energy. 

In ‘base isolation system,’ a device is used for separating 
the building from the ground, and thus prevent transmitting 
of shock waves to the structure. Although designed with any 
system constructs structure with better earthquake-resistance, 

base-isolated system 
claimed to be the best 
for lowering the total 
amount of shaking in the 
structure. Compared to 
the two other systems, 
it limits the shaking to 
moderately horizontal 
movements. Structures 
with the base-isolated 
system experience 
only about two-thirds 
less shakeup as 
evident in simulated 
measurements shown 

Fig.1 Earthquake-resistant system used in Japan.
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in Fig.2. As a result, the acceptances of introducing the base 
isolation technologies are increasing. 

The use of rubber bearing is the most prevalent 
technology in Japan, and it is also becoming popular around 
the world. The system performs by placing several specially 
designed rubber bearings under the building. In the event 

of a quake, these bearings absorb tremors and support the 
building constructed above. The rubber bearings are high-tech 
engineered component composed of thin rubber layers and 
steel plates placed alternately in a layered structure (Fig.3). The 
layers firmly bonded to each other in the rubber vulcanization 
process. These steel plates prevent the bulging of rubber, which 
is in contrast to the simple rubber block that easily deforms and 
bulges outside under compression. Due to such engineering, 
the bearings, when placed under the building, can move flexibly 
in a horizontal direction and has strong capability of dissipating 
the quake tremors. 

As a core device, the bearing needs to have high vertical 
stiffness for durability and safe sustaining of the structure above. 
As explained, the base isolation system protects the building 
by installing isolating components between its foundation and 
the structure, so the system decouples the building from the 
shaking foundation. Structural parameters, including height, 
diameter, etc., are determined by the overburden load of the 
building to be supported. The largest available seismic isolating 
bearing available in Japan, called supersized seismic isolating 
bearing, is 1800mm in diameter and 684mm in height including 
flanges. It is said to be competent to support a maximum load 
of 3800ton per bearing (suitable for about 150m high-class 
building). These bearings do not buckle under a substantial 
building overload because of the number of steel plates 
included in the engineered composite device.

Currently, priorities are given mainly to important 
establishments in Japan, such as hospitals, art museums, 
embassies, data-centers, high-rise housing, etc., for the 
application of the base isolation system. Considering the 
importance of sustaining corporate activities for current 
business environments, and for mitigating the risk management 
issues, a significant number of companies in Japan have also 

started to introduce the base-isolation system for their office 
buildings and production plants. As an example, Fig.4 shows 
the R&D center building of a corporate company situated in the 
western outskirt of Tokyo constructed with the base-isolation 
system. Fig. 5 shows the rubber bearing used at the basement 
of this building. 

As evident now, there is well-established technology 
in which focus has been paid to apply the quake-resistant 
base isolation technology to existing buildings, old heritage 
structures, etc. Apart from the technologies those employed 
in the green-field constructions, base isolation retrofitting 
technologies for the existing buildings demand a very high 

degree of skills. As an example, the retrofit project of Tokyo 
Station Marunouchi building (Fig.6) completed by installing 
around 350 base isolating bearings at its base. Now, there is 
a more favorable scenario that depicts Japan is moving forward 
to cope with the possible massive earthquakes in the future 
with the base isolation system. Thanks to the Great Hanshin 
earthquake.

Some of the damaged/collapsed buildings in the Great 
Hanshin earthquake essentially engineered to fulfill enhanced 
earthquake-resistant performances and thoughtfully designed 
to be safe in case of a major quake. However, the surprising 
failures of such buildings expose an issue to the policymakers 
in Japan; calculations alone are insufficient to predict the very 
complex movement that could bring down buildings in case 
of a major earthquake. So to complement, Japan’s National 
Institute for Earth Science and Disaster Prevention (NIED) 
has established an earthquake simulator named ‘E-Defense’ 
shaking table. The simulator, located in the outskirt of Kobe city, 
is a platform fitted with numerous pneumatic pistons attached 
at the bottom and controlled by large hydraulic systems. The 
shaking table (platform) measuring 20m by 15m is the world’s 
largest simulator, which is capable of testing wooden and/or 

Fig.4 The building used seismic base-isolation system.

Fig.5 Rubber bearing used for seismic base isolation system.

Fig.3 Model of rubber bearing.

Fig.6 Retrofitted Japan Railway Tokyo station Marunouchi 
building.
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concrete structures with a payload of up to 1200 tons. It could 
test structures with quake magnitudes as high as level7.0 in 
Japanese earthquake scale.

As in earthquake, the platform receives thrust because 
the waves generated in the simulator move outward from the 
quake’s epicenter. The seismographs record ground motion 
along the 3-axes as displacement occurs in all three directions, 
and considerations of 3D forces make structural behavior more 
realistic to predict. The ability to replay and/or reproduce of any 
recorded earthquake in its vectors is a unique feature of this 
‘E-Defense’ simulator. Multiple cameras also record shakings 
both inside and outside of the structure during testing, thus 
projects the structure’s ability to absorb quake shocks and 
identify weak points that can lead to the structure’s failure. 
Experimenting with two structures placed side-by-side on the 
same platform could also be performed to evaluate the efficacy 
of earthquake measuring systems versus structure without 
any such measurements. This simulator is also used to test 
old houses/homes constructed in Japan’s post-war boom for 
studying technologies required for retrofitting those structures 
against earthquake damages.

As expected, the implementation of this base-isolated 
earthquake-resistant system that rolled-out in the Heisei-era 
will vastly be proliferated in this Reiwa-regime. It is because 
the natural issues and geographical position of Japan place 
more demands on the high-rise multistory structures, and 
that is where the competent earthquake-resistant technology 
essentially called on to play the part. However, high-rise 
structures are not the only area that brings benefits from 
the advancements in earthquake mitigation technologies. 
There is also a much-focused research area for earthquake 
countermeasures in the mobility and transportation area. As 
an example, technical innovation progressed enormously in the 

Heisei-era for ensuring earthquake-readiness of the Super-Fast 
Express trains (Shinkansen, the high-speed rails linking cities 
throughout Japan). 

Along with the improvements of strengthening structures 
such as stations, bridges, etc., the efforts of preventing 
derailment also by installing various measures continued 
after the Great Hanshin earthquake. The East Japan Railway 
Company (JR East) introduced the ‘Earthquake Early Warning 
System’ for the Super-Fast Express trains. The system detects 
preliminary tremors from the seismographs located at various 
points in their network and then brings the train to stop by 
interrupting the electricity supply, if needed. Emergency stops 
in case of a crisis, thus prevent massive accidents during a 
major earthquake. Many media lauded the fact that all trains 
operating then throughout the Tohoku Super-Fast Express train 
tracks brought to a stop position safely, during the Great East 
Japan earthquake that struck the Tohoku region in 2011. There 
are reports now that other Japan Railways companies have 
their plan to introduce such early earthquake warning systems 
in turn. 

It is important to note that Japan’s geographic position 
means that it will continue to face earthquakes regardless of 
the magnitude. Under such circumstances, structures could 
only be designed to mitigate damages rather than avoiding total 
losses from an earthquake on whatever scale that the forces of 
nature determine. In that sense, ‘E-Defense’ facility may be the 
most sophisticated and world’s largest earthquake simulator. 
However, it is still meant to help minimizing structural damages, 
and not to perform the impossible of eliminating total economic 
and human loss. Similarly, in the mobility and transportation 
area as described before, safety measures never end, and 
improving safety further will also be the ongoing concern in 
the Reiwa-regime.  

(The above content is based on information gathered from various booklets, brochures, reports, literature, etc., 
available in the public domains. 
A few to mention are: 
Bridgestone Corporation Seismic Isolation and Vibration Control Products Business Department, ‘Seismic Isolation 
Bearing brochures; 
https://resources.realestate.co.jp/buy/earthquake-building-codes-and-technology-in-japan/; 
https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2009/07/08/national/japan-leads-the-way-with-quake-resistant-technology/#.
XU4ACej7Suk; 
https://resources.realestate.co.jp/living/are-you-prepared-for-the-next-big-earthquake-in-japan/; 
https://www.japan.go.jp/regions/resilientjapan/;  
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/asia/japan/8375591/Japan-earthquake-country-better-prepared-
than-anyone-for-quakes-and-tsunamis.html;   
https://www.japan.go.jp/regions/resilientjapan/earthquake.html;  
https://resources.realestate.co.jp/news/the-worlds-largest-earthquake-simulator-japans-e-defense/. 

The author gratefully acknowledges the usefulness of such information sources collectively.)


